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Interest in food certification on farms is

at an all-time high – and ensuring a

consultative and technically robust

approach that is credible to all

stakeholders, is the path EurepGAP is

following to develop globally

harmonised and widely accepted farm

assurance standards.

The aim of this conference is to increase

the awareness of those standards, 

how they work and how to become

involved.

NEW SITE – SAME
OLD ADDRESS

The new eurepgap.org website may
have the same address, but it has been
redesigned to make it more user-
friendly and for easier navigation.
Click on to it now for:

� All the latest news and views
� Events at a glance
� An opportunity to review other

standards
� More product scopes
� Useful links to other organisations

The new-look site will also soon have
an on-line review of standards, as well
as answers to a list of frequently asked
questions (FAQs).

09 November 2004
10:00 - 11:00 Registration and Coffee
EurepGAP exhibitors and networking

11:00 - 11:15 Welcome and Introduction
"Towards Global Harmonisation - the Journey Continues"
Nigel Garbutt - Independent Chairman EurepGAP 

11:15 - 12:30 Linking up the Supply Chain 
Producer Perspective on Farm Assurance
Gerard Doornbos, President, LTO, NL
Linking the Farmer with the Retailer
Dr. Uwe Tillmann, CEO, Bestmeat, NL
Assuring the Whole Chain
Hans-Jürgen Matern, Head QA, Metro, Germany

12:30 - 14:00 Lunch
EurepGAP exhibitors and networking

14:00 - 14:30
Guest Speaker tba

14:30 - 16:00 Farm Assurance and Integrity
Status of IFA Standards 2005 Version
Hugo Hays, Technical Director EurepGAP and Members of EurepGAP
Technical Standards Committee IFA
- Global Harmonisation
- Common Interpretation

Selected Items from the EurepGAP Integrity Programme
Chris Anstey, Tesco and Dr. Kristian Moeller, EurepGAP
- Accreditation
- Auditor Competencies
- Duration of Audits
- Information Technologies

16:00 - 16:30 Coffee Break
EurepGAP exhibitors and networking

16:30 - 18:00 Retailer - Supplier Partner Case Studies
AHOLD/Albert Heijn - Fjord Seafood
Migros - Poultry Supplier
Globus - Egg Producer
other

19:00 Conference Dinner
Separate registration required

10 November 2004
The EurepGAP Approach: 

Sharing Best Practice for Implementation

09:00 - 10:30 Parallel Session 1
Whole Farm, Combinable Crops, Potatoes, Cattle and Sheep
Moderator: Dr. Kristian Moeller
- One audit approach: General regulations
- Interface between product modules
- Sustainability approach 
- Combined audits 

09:30 - 10:30 Parallel Session 2
Pig and Poultry
Moderator: Marc Jansen, CBL, NL
- sharing first experience for implementation
- Presented and discussed by representatives of national assurance 

schemes and producer groups

09:30 - 10:30 Parallel Session 3
Integrated Aquaculture Assurance: Salmon and other species
Moderator: Erwin Roetert-Steenbruggen, qa-sense, NL
- Introduction of Reference Standard at Farm Level
- Chain of Custody/Traceability
- First certification experience

10:30 - 11:00 Coffee Break
EurepGAP exhibitors and networking

11:00 - 12:00 Parallel Sessions 1, 2 and 3 continue ..

12:00 - 13:30 Lunch
EurepGAP exhibitors and networking

13:30 - 15:45 Plenary: Summary of Parallel Sessions and
Discussion
IFA Panel Discussion
Questions and Answers

15:45 - 16:00 Closing Remarks

Participants will: 
� Hear how EurepGAP retailers are

working in partnership with suppliers
in farm assurance certification 

� Identify options for efficient and cost-
effective certification of farm products 

� Develop the concept of a "one-stop
shop audit" for crops and livestock 

� Discuss and obtain the latest 2005
versions of EurepGAP IFA Standards 

� Understand the latest proposals to
ensure integrity of Farm Certification

For more details and to 
register please see our website:
www.avantel.de/eurepgap2004

LIFESTOCK CONFERENCE TO SET 
AGENDA FOR THE FUTURE

EUREPGAP - INTEGRATED FARM ASSURANCE CONFERENCE 
AMSTERDAM 2004 
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The Global Partnership for Safe and Sustainable Agriculture

www.eurep.org

Welcome to this new issue of the
EurepGAP Integrated Farm Assurance
newsletter.
Since 2000, EurepGAP has been
consulting widely on its integrated
farm assurance standards, which
recognise the need for a holistic and
sustainable approach to agriculture.
Naturally, these standards also have
to be practical and reflect the mixed
nature of many farm enterprises.
In an increasingly global market place
for farm products, farmers need
widely accepted standards that are
capable of being audited without the
extra costs of duplication.
In the following pages, we describe
the market-supported approach of
EurepGAP, which is working towards
the goal of harmonised global
standards that can be effectively and
efficiently verified. Three key players in
the food supply chain from farm to
fork describe their visions and explain
how EurepGAP fits into their
businesses.
We are grateful to all the members of
our global committees (see panel for
steering members), who give up their
time in pursuit of our shared goal
–bringing about a common
understanding of all the technical
issues. It is becoming increasingly
clear that developing this mutual
understanding of technical criteria is
the first step towards harmonisation.
It is also clear that this will then lead
us to the door to greater transparency
between buyer and seller in the
international market.
On the back page of this newsletter,
we have the first announcement of the
programme for our communication
event in Amsterdam on November 9

and 10 this year. We will be
expanding further on these key
themes at the conference and look
forward to active participation from a
wide range of our stakeholders.
It promises to be a stimulating and
productive discussion for businesses
involved in food production along the
whole chain.

NIGEL GARBUTT
Independent Chairman

THE PATH TO GLOBAL HARMONISATION

ATTAINMENT LEVELS FOR EUREPGAP CERTIFICATION CLARIFIED 

A key decision was made at EurepGAP’s March Steering Committee meeting,
which means that a clear statement of what is required for a EurepGAP
Certificate will be made:

� Level 1: Major Musts – Activity = Food Safety is based on Generic
HACCP; Description = No public certificate will be issued.

� Level 2: Major and Minor Musts – Activity = Safe and Sustainable
Agriculture; Description = EurepGAP certificate possible.

� Level 3: Recommendations/improvements – Description = May become
musts over time.

Clarke, David Assured Food 
Standards UK Producer Member

Doornbos, Gerard J LTO The Netherlands Producer Member
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Wahlsten, Peter GCWA Australia Producer Member
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Vazquez Platero,

Roberto
Instituto Nacional 

de Carnes Uruguay Producer Member

Anstey, Chris Tesco Stores UK Retail Member

Kaeppel, Reinhard McDonald’s Europe Germany Retail/Food Service
Member

Matern, Jürgen Metro AG Germany Retail Member

Ridge, Steven Somerfield UK Retail Member

Roe, Jon Sainsbury’s
Supermarkets Ltd UK Retail Member

Schmid, Fons Royal Ahold The Netherlands Retail Member

Zueblin, Johann Migros Switzerland Retail Member



As a small country, Uruguay is keen to
develop collective action that will
increase the value of its beef exports,
which are extremely important to the
country’s economic performance, says
Roberto Vázquez Platero, president of
the country’s Instituto Nacional de
Carnes (INAC).
Both farmers and meat processors were
aware of these challenges and are
committed to meeting them and making
their industry more competitive.
This was underlined by INAC’s strategy
for the future and its interest in
EurepGAP’s work concerning
internationally recognised food
standards, said Mr Platero.
“We realise that there is a growing trend
towards the establishment of private
regulations that are dictated by
consumer demands in every market
where meat is exported,” he said. 
“These include concerns about safety,
quality, nutrition, tenderness and animal
welfare, as well as certification by
independent bodies.“
The president added: “Benchmarking
our Natural Beef programme with
EurepGAP is a means to provide the
necessary guarantees to retailers,
marketing service operators and
consumers alike.
“Our country already has valuable
experience in complying with private
regulations, mainly in our most
important market – the USA.
“Quite often, private retailers visit us to
inspect our production systems and
processing plants and confirm our
position as their suppliers.”
Mr Platero pointed out that Uruguay was
recently declared FMD-free by the OIE
and was designated as one of the four
countries in the world to be
“provisionally free of BSE” (OIE, May
2004).

“Our commitment to our certified
Natural Beef and Sheepmeat
programmes, currently being in the
process of being approved by EurepGAP,
and the action taken to be part of the
USDA process verified programme,
strengthens our strategy of export
differentiation, he stressed.

Roberto Vázquez Platero
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SMALL COUNTRY SHARES BIG IDEA
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In January this year one of the UK’s
major retailers, Sainsbury’s, achieved its
primary produce assurance target,
based predominantly on EurepGAP
certification.
Now, with the advent of EurepGAP’s
Integrated Farm Assurance, it is
exploring new ways to apply this
standard across its further processed
meat supply base as well.
Jon Roe, supplier Performance Manager
at Sainsbury’s, explained: “The
company’s commitment to source all its
Own Brand meat and meat products
according to equivalent assurance
standards, irrespective of country-of-
origin, has been extended to ingredients
for further processed food.
“Our objective is to develop
independently verified assurance to the
Best Practice standards that have been
identified by us in our agricultural Codes
of Practice and implemented through
our endorsed assurance schemes. 
“In addition, we are developing practical
solutions that can be applied to the
diverse supply chains used by our
suppliers of further processed products.”
Mr Roe pointed out that Sainsbury’s was
represented on several EurepGAP
Steering Committees and it was working
hard behind the scenes to make sure that
the international standards and the
certification arrangements that supported
them were compatible with its own.
“I am confident that all this work will
have enormous potential benefits in
assuring the integrity of internationally
sourced commodities,” he said.

UK RETAILER HITS 
ASSURANCE

TARGET

EUREPGAP STANDARDS STRENGTHEN FOOD
CHAIN ROUND THE WORLD

Harmonised quality standards at farm
level within EurepGAP and IFS at
processing level will assist Dumeco in
implementing generic HACCP within the
whole supply chain, providing customers
with whole chain assurance, says the
company’s quality and environment
director Bert Urlings (below).
Its processing plants were already
adhering to the highest standards
concerning food safety and animal
welfare, providing access to the most
important fresh meat markets in Europe,
Asia and the USA, said Dr Urlings.
Dumeco is part of Bestmeat, one of
Europe’s fastest growing suppliers of
fresh meat and meat products of a
distinct quality, which provides
wholesome food to about 100 million
customers every day.
Dr Urlings explained that besides the
production of safe and wholesome food,
Dumeco was also obliged to:

� Provide customers with services and
products they could rely on

� Be a good and sustainable employer
� Add value to the supply chain
� Guard the welfare and integrity of

animals in the supply chain
� Create stakeholder value

“Within this perspective, EurepGAP is of
utmost importance, while harmonisation
of retail requirements is a necessary step
to facilitate the international business,”
he said.
“Additionally, a high level of consensus
among the parties within the supply
chain (retailers, meat processors and

farmers) will be very beneficial for food
safety, animal welfare and efficacy within
the chain.”
At present, more attention was often
paid to the minor differences between
the different quality standards, than
towards the vital common issues
concerning food safety and animal
welfare, he claimed.
Dumeco was currently working with
scientific institutes to develop a generic
HACCP control within the whole supply
chain. National assurance schemes,
such as Q&S, IKB and AFS on the farm
and others like BRC, EFSIS and ISO in
processing would be used in as
invaluable codes of practice at different
parts of the chain within this scheme, Dr
Urlings added.
“To operate this system effectively, a
harmonisation of quality standards is
needed throughout the supply chain,
otherwise the system will be so complex
it will collapse.
“A lot of effort will be needed to achieve
these goals, but the whole industry will
benefit because it will be the only
strategy to create a common, level
playing field and a sustainable
consumer confidence in our wholesome
meat products.”

HARMONISATION IS VITAL FOR ALL,
CLAIMS DUMECO


